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In the future, sooner than you’d bet on…

As the world progressed towards the future, the wealthy elite one-percenters 
found themselves losing their passions. Golf’s formerly exclusive clubs were 
opened to the masses, horse racing was banned as cruel, and auto racing was 
found to be not “carbon credit cost effective”. The elite needed a new pastime.

Fortunately for them, a new class of mass-spectacle gladiators was found. 
Questionable lab projects involving human-cloning, attempting to 
solve the world’s worst diseases, created a global zombie pandemic. 
Luckily, the crisis was put down quickly – but the lab-created 
undead still existed.

Someone with a bit of redneck ingenuity, and way too much 
time, picked up a few liquidation zombie “assets” at the 
company bankruptcy auction. After a little tinkering, he 
managed to build a control collar contraption. When a zombie 
was outfitted with a collar, a skillful operator could, sort-of, 
get the zombies to walk in a straight line. Conveniently, the 
undead had no legal rights, which made them the perfect 
attraction.

A viral video and a crowd-sourced funding campaign later, these 
not-so-intelligent shamblers were being billed as the latest thing 
in racing spectacles. Wealthy backers quickly formed teams, a 
league and a championship cup was created, and the wealthy few 
who could afford the labs, zombie jockeys, and all that related to 
it now had a new prestigious exclusive club.

As with all good clubs, betting became part of the social fun. 
As one could never really count on one’s zombie to come 
through, betting for, or even against one’s own entry into the 
race was not only allowed, it was encouraged!

While these new zombie drivers competed against each 
other for the series championship, the owners had their 
own prestige cup based on bets, side bets, crowd ratings 
and worse.

Bet on your friend’s zombie driver to make the podium 
… SURE! Bet on your zombie to place third … WHY 
NOT? WIN when your zombie shambles over the line 
backwards … CHECK!

Welcome to the wacky, zany, risky but always crazy 
world of high-stakes championship zombie racing!
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6 Zombie Runner mats

6 Zombie Runner standees

COMPONENTS

AND
S 6 Action dice
S 36 Prestige Bet tokens
S 6 Score Track cubes
S 12 meeples
S 1 Turn tracker token

Racing 
Arena 

Map
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Early Bets: These bets will earn the owner 
of those bets 3, 2 or 1 Prestige Points, plus 
2 or 1 bonus points, if this Zombie comes 
in either first, second or third.

Regular Bets: These 
bets will earn the 
owner of those bets 3, 
2 or 1 Prestige Points if 
that Zombie comes in 
either first, second or 
third.

Risky Bets: These bets 
will earn the owner of 
those bets 5 Prestige 
Points only if this 
Zombie comes in the 
place that the bet is 
on.

Dice Icon Key
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About the Zombie Runner Mats

About the Racing Arena Map
Zombo-O-Tron Score Track: 
This is where players track 
their accumulated points 
from race to race.

Turn Track
ce to race.

First, Second and Third Place Winner’s Circles
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Game Setup
Take the 6 red meeples (Hunters) and place them onto the red hexes 
on the map. The facing of these standees does not matter.

Take the 6 yellow meeples (Victims) and place them onto the yellow 
hexes on the map. The facing of these standees does not matter.

Place the Turn Tracker token on the Turn Track. Each race will only last 
at most 6 turns; after turn 6 is over, or the third Zombie crosses the 
finish line, the crowd get bored and any remaining Zombies are shot 
and killed by the gunmen in the watchtowers around the arena.

Have each player place their Score Track Cubes on the starting area of 
the Zomb-O-Tron score track.

The player with the most experience in fighting off zombie hordes 
goes first. If no one has experience, then the oldest player goes first. 
Play continues clockwise (to the left). 

In player order, have each player place their Zombie standee in the 
center of the map on one of the numbered circles. Zombies may be 
placed facing straight out, or turned 1 facing left or right. Zombies 
MAY NOT be placed facing toward the center pillar, or facing another 
Zombie.

Mutator Cards: At the start of each race, players can secretly choose a 
Mutator Card to be used later in the game. Refer to the Mutator Card 
for when a card can be revealed and used.

(prototype artwork shown)
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Movement Phase: The most zombie experienced (or oldest) player 
goes first, and moves the Turn Tracker token to indicate the current 
turn. Each race will only last 6 turns; after turn 6 is over, the crowds get 
bored and any remaining Zombies are shot and killed by the gunmen 
in the watchtowers around the arena.

Then, the player rolls 4* dice. The icons that are rolled represent 
actions that are used to move a player’s Zombie, or to move any 
single Hunter or Victim. The player chooses 3 of the rolled actions to 
take, and can arrange them in any order. Each die can only be used 
once.

Dice Icon Key

Turn Right: Rotate Zombie 
Clockwise

Backup: Move Zombie 
Backward 1 hex

Turn Left: Rotate Zombie 
Counter-Clockwise

Double-Move: Move 
Zombie Forward 2 hexes

Move: Move Zombie 
Forward 1 hex

Brain: Move any Victim 
or Hunter 1 hex in any 
direction

Example: Ted rolls 4 dice. He gets a Move, a Turn Left, a Turn Right, 
and a Brain. Ted decides to rotate his Zombie 1 facing to the right 
(Turn Right), move forward 1 hex (Move), and then moves a Victim 1 
hex closer to his Zombie (Brain). He doesn’t use the Turn Left die.

The player then passes the dice to the player on their left 
(clockwise).

Betting Phase: Once all players have rolled the dice and taken their 
actions, the last player takes 1 of their betting tokens and places it 
either on their own Zombie’s Runner Sheet, or on another player’s 
Zombie Runner Sheet. Betting tokens may be placed on any open
betting circle. If all of the betting circles on a Runner Sheet are full, 
or once a Zombie has left the arena, no more bets may be placed 
onto that Runner Sheet. After the last player has bet, play passes to 
the right. 

Game Play
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Once all players have bet, the player who rolled the dice first rolls the 
dice and takes their next turn.

There are 3 types of bets that can be placed: Regular Bets, Early Bets 
and Risky Bets.

Regular Bets: Players will receive 3 points, per bet, that they have on 
the Zombie that comes in First Place. They will receive 2 points, per 
bet, if the Zombie comes in Second Place, and 1 point per bet if the 
Zombie comes in Third Place. If the Zombie does not come in First, 
Second or Third Place, the bet earns the player no points. 

Early Bets: These spots will earn the owner of that bet bonus points if 
that Zombies comes in either First, Second or Third. There is one +2 
circle, and two +1 circles. These bonus points are in addition to the 
3/2/1 points earned when the Zombie comes in First, Second or Third 
Place.

Risky Bets: There are 3 Risky Bet locations on each Runner Sheet. They 
earn the owner of the bet 5 points, but only if that Zombie comes in 
that Place. 

Example: Ted finishes a race first, John second, and Claire third. Ted 
placed a Risky Bet on his own Zombie to come in first, and since it 
did, he earns 5 points. John placed an Early Bet onto Ted’s +2 point 

spot, and so John earns 3 
points (since Ted’s Zombie 
came in First) plus 2 points 
for the bonus = 5 points. 
Claire placed both a Regular 
bet and a Risky bet (Second 
place) on Ted. Claire earns 3 
points from the Regular bet 
since Ted’s Zombie came in 
first, but she earns no points 
for the Risky bet since Ted did 
not come in second.

Encountering Hunters and 
Victims: When a Zombie 
moves into the same hex as 
a Victim, or a Victim’s token 

is moved into the hex of a Zombie, remove the Victim token from 
(prototype artwork shown)
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the board and place it onto that Zombie’s Runner Sheet. That player 
immediately scores 2 points on the Zomb-O-Tron score track. The 
crowd loves seeing a Zombie attack a helpless Victim.

Starting with that player’s next turn, the player may roll 5 dice instead 
of 4, but still only chooses 3 actions to take. If that Zombie runs into 
an additional Victim (or a Victim is moved onto it’s hex), that player 
gets to roll 6 dice and choose 3 actions to take. 6 is the maximum dice 
a player may roll; additional Victims have no effect.

When a Zombie moves into the same hex as a Hunter, or a Hunter’s 
token is moved into the hex of a Zombie, remove the Hunter token 
from the board and place it onto that Zombie’s Runner Sheet. That 
player immediately scores 1 point on the Zomb-O-Tron score track. 
The crowd likes seeing an armed Hunter attack a Zombie. 

Starting with that player’s next turn, the player may roll 3 dice instead 
of 4, and must use all 3 of those actions (in any order, as normal). 
If that Zombie runs into an additional Hunter (or a Hunter is moved 
onto it’s hex), the Zombie is removed from the current race, race in 
follow-up races (if any).

Leaving the Arena: Once a Zombie crosses the finish line, place it 
into one of the 3 Winners Circles on the board, depending on if the 
Zombie finished First, Second or Third place. No more bets can be 
placed onto that Zombies Runner Sheet. That player can still roll dice 
on their turns and use any Brains rolls to affect the arena. They may 
also place bets on other player’s Zombie’s Runner Sheets.

Length of Race: As soon as the 6th turn of the race is completed, 
including all betting, the crowds get bored, and all remaining Zombies 
in the arena are shot by the guards in the corner towers. Remove 
all Zombies from the board, and setup for the next race (if there is 
one).

Scoring: Once the third Zombie has crossed the finish line, or the 6th 
turn has been completed, score points. The owner of the Zombie that 
came in First earns 3 points, Second earns 2 points, and Third earns 
1 point.

The Second and Third Races: For the Second and Third race, the 
player with the least amount of points goes first. If there is a tie, 
randomly choose a player to go first. Play passes to the left.
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